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• Reply •

1ifbyrain2ifbytrain • 4 days ago

Despite your advocacy for the destruction of our environment, I will certainly be voting "NO".

1

• Reply •

oinonio • 4 days ago1ifbyrain2ifbytrain

Just when the "forever wild" status of the Catskills has been touted both nationally(1) and

internationally(2), to encroach on it seems ill timed at best.

(1 nyti.ms/2u91H26 (2 n.pr/2u8MLkB

• Reply •

Rick • 2 days ago

According to the article we have a brand new county in NYS known as "Queensbury County" represented

by Senator Betty Little.

• Reply •

Carolyn Del Cielo • 3 days ago

I find it laughable that you would point out the Con-Con is to "strip pensions" from an elected official

convicted of corruption charges." No, it isn't, since it is a measure that could possibly affect the pensions

of union employees, most of whom have worked for 30 years, and have been tied to NYS, so they can

retire with their pensions. And by who? The elected officials that would oversee any change in the Con-

Con as delegates, who would be getting 2 salaries out of the taxes of New Yorkers. And you speak of

political corruption? The process itself is a thinly veiled procedure to enrich the same politicians your

article claims it will prosecute. Clearly, giving the constitution of NYS over to reform at the cost of millions

of dollars to taxpayers, whether they are union employees or not is ludicrous. Not to mention that the

changes can all be done without the use of a con-con. The last time a con-con was voted in, it cost the

taxpayers millions and nothing was done. Let's keep in mind the already outrageous amount of spending

by Mr. Cuomo, for free college, his multi-billion dollar infrastructure program, that is already busting the

budget, because he did not correctly research, nor properly predict the additional millions of dollars that it

is now costing. His eye is now on pensions for his money spending, all with an eye to a possible run for

President (god help us) Please don't advocate for this ridiculous proposal
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